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7 Supplemental Figures 
 
Figure S1, related to Figure 1: describes the genomic structure of the plum gene and mutant 
alleles. 
 
Figure S2, related to Figure 3: shows the expression of transgenes used in structure function 
analysis. 
 
Figure S3, related to Figure 3: demonstrates that Plum is also involved in homophilic interactions 
however; these are not required for axon pruning. 
 
Figure S4, related to Figure 4: shows the construct and expression pattern of recombineered 
BAC Transgenes and 201Y:mTdT:HA.  
 
Figure S5, related to Figure 4-6: rank order tests for pruning defects severity. 
 
Figure S6, related to Figure 5: shows partial loss of EcR-B1 expression in homozygous plum∆1 

brains. 
 
Figure S7, related to Figure 7: shown more examples and quantification to plum phenotypes at 
the Drosophila larval NMJ. 
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Supplemental Figures 

 
Figure S1. Genomic Structure of the plum Gene and Alleles, Relates to Figure 1. 
plum genomic structure depicting the location of the EMS4-39 mutation and the plum∆1 and 
plum∆2 deletions. Dashed lines indicate deleted genomic sequences. P[XP]d09586, 
pBAC[WH]f01589 and pBAC[WH]f05453 are FRT containing transposons used to generate the 
plum∆1 and plum∆2 deletions. Gray bars, UTRs; black bars, coding regions. 
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Figure S2. Expression of Transgenes Used in Structure-Function Analysis, Relates to 
Figure 3. 
(A-F) Confocal Z-projections of OK107-GAL4 driven Plumtransgene:Flag in late larval brains. 
Upper panels are anti-Flag staining showing the expression levels and subcellular distributions of 
Plum transgenes. Images were taken with identical laser and gain parameters on the confocal and 
were not modified in the upper panels for better comparison. Middle panels are Z-stack 
projections of subsets of the same images, from the axon lobe regions, in which we modified the 
contrast and brightness for optimized visualization. Lower panels are mCD8::GFP expression. 
Note that despite lower transgene expression in B, C and D, there is no correlation between 
expression and rescue ability – for example, expression is similarly low in (B) Plum∆Ig1-3 and (D) 
Plum∆Ig4 transgenes but only the former rescues the pruning defects (see Figure 3). Scale bar, 
20µm. 
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Figure S3. Plum Homophilic Interactions Are Not Required for Axon Pruning, Related to 
Figure 3. 
(A-D) Representative images of aggregation assays resulting from the mixing of differently 
transfected S2 cells. Mixtures contained cells transfected with (A-D) Actin5C-plumWT:mRFP and 
cells transfected with (A) Actin5C-plumWT:GFP, (B) Actin5C-plum∆Ig1-3:GFP, (C) Actin5C-
Neuroglian:GFP or (D) Actin5C-GFP. 
(E) Histogram distribution of homophilic (between GFP+ cells only) aggregation sizes of 
differently transfected S2 cells (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). 
(F) Percentage of GFP+ aggregates (aggregate size >5 cells) that also form aggregates with 
plumWT:mRFP expressing cells (see Supplemental Experimental Procedures). 
(G-J) PlumWT and Plum∆Ig1-3 are both expressed on the membrane surface. (G, I) Single confocal 
slices of S2 cells expressing Actin5C-plumWT:GFP (PlumWT) or (H, J) Actin5C-plum∆Ig1-3:GFP 
(Plum∆1-3). Cells were either fixed (G, H) or not (I, J) before antibody staining. Left panels are 
GFP fluorescence; middle panels are anti-GFP staining; right panels are anti-Plum (see 
Supplemental Experimental Procedures). 
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Figure S4. Recombineered BAC Transgenes, Relates to Figure 4. 
(A) Both PlumBAC-GFP:HA and PlumBAC∆Cyt:HA were created from recombineering an 
insertion into the plum-containing BAC clone CH321-22I03 (91kb) using methods described 
previously (Venken et al, 2009). PlumBAC-GFP:HA inserts GFP-3xHA immediately after the 
last amino acid codon. plumBAC∆Cyt:HA inserts a 3xHA tag (with STOP codon) after residue 
944 (Glycine), 9 amino acids C terminal to the predicted transmembrane domain, effectively 
creating a truncated version of the Plum expression transgene. Both transgenes were integrated at 
the attP-VK37 site (Venken et al., 2009) by BestGene.  
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(B) Confocal Z-projections of a WT brain expressing plumBAC-GFP:HA. Upper panel is anti-
Plum staining while lower panel is 201Y-GAL4 driven myr-RFP. Scale bar is 20 µm. 
(C) Upper panel: diagram of 201Y-GAL4 enhancer trap, where GAL4 is inserted into Tab2 gene 
in antisense direction. Immediate 3’ flanking sequence of 201Y-GAL4: 
GACAAGGCTGTTAAATATTT. Lower panel: 201Y-mtdT:HA was created by inserting 
mtdTomato-3xHA into a Tab2-containing BAC clone (CH322-183D24) at exactly the same 
position as the 201Y-GAL4 enhancer trap and also in antisense orientation. The transgene was 
integrated at attP-VK2.  
(D-L) Comparing expression pattern of 201Y-mtdT:HA with 201Y-GAL4 driving mCD8:GFP 
as well as FasII staining at different developmental stages. Arrowheads indicate mushroom body. 
Arrows indicate dorsal and medial γ lobes. Dashed arrows indicate pruned larval γ lobes. At late 
larval stage (D, G, J), 201Y-mtdT:HA appears identical to 201Y-GAL4 driving mCD8:GFP. At 
22hrs APF (E, H, K), 201Y-mtdT:HA revealed γ axon degeneration (K). Unlike FasII staining at 
this stage (E), 201Y-mtdT:HA is specific for γ neurons (H, K). At adult stage (F, I, L), 201Y-
mtdT:HA appear weaker than 201Y-GAL4 driving the expression of mCD8:GFP. It also does 
not label α/β lobe as significantly. Scale bar is 20 µm. 
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Figure S5. Rank Order Tests for Pruning Defects, Related to Figures 4-6. 
(A) Quantification of the pruning defect severity of plum∆1 MB MARCM neuroblast clones 
within plum∆1 (red; n=15) or plum∆1/+ (blue; n=13) brains, related to Figure 4 J-K. 
(B) Quantification of the pruning defect severity of plum∆1 MB MARCM neuroblast clones 
(blue; n=14) or plum∆1 additionally expressing UAS-EcR-B1 (red; n=15) brains, related to 
Figure 5E-F. 
(C) Quantification of the pruning defect severity of plum∆1 MB MARCM neuroblast clones 
(blue; n=14) or plum∆1 additionally expressing UAS-BaboWT (red; n=8), UAS-BaboQ320D 
(orange; n=8) or UAS-SmoXSDVD (green; n=11) brains, related to Figure 6B-F. 

To analyze the severity of the pruning phenotypes, confocal Z-projections from the 
appropriate genotypes were rank ordered in a double-blind fashion based on the severity of their 
pruning defect. The severity was determined by comparing the unpruned dorsal γ-axons to 
pruned γ-axons in the adult-specific medial lobe; these pruned axons can be distinguished from 
unpruned medial axons, as they branch extensively and are located at a more dorsal and posterior 
position. ANOVA with a Kruskal-Wallis post-hoc test was used to determine significance: ***, 
p < 0.001; **, p<0.01. 
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Figure S6. Partial loss of EcR-B1 expression in homozygous plum∆1 brains, Related to 
Figure 5. 
Single confocal sections of 0 hr APF MB cell bodies in (A) WT (n=6), (B) plum∆1 homozygous 
brains (n=5). Green labels γ neurons. Magenta indicates EcR-B1 expression. Arrows in B point 
to cell bodies that do not express EcR-B1. 
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Figure S7. plum Phenotypes at the Drosophila Larval NMJ, Relates to Figure 7. 
(A-D): (A) Additional examples of ectopic connections from the transverse nerve onto muscles 6 
and 7 in plumΔ1, (B) plumΔ2, (C) Mef2-GAL4 > UAS-myoRNAi, (D) babo32/52, and (E) OK6-
GAL4 > UAS-EcR-DN, larvae. In all cases, the transverse nerve (arrow) makes inappropriate 
connections (arrowhead) with the muscles that are otherwise normally innervated. In all panels, a 
portion of the normal arbor is visible above the transverse nerve. Scale bar = 20 μm. (F) 
Quantification (mean ± SEM) of ectopic frequency in additional genotypes. As in MB γ neurons, 
the PlumBAC-GFP:HA transgene is able to completely rescue the plum mutant ectopic 
projection phenotype. Further, RNAi to plum only results in an ectopic connection phenotype 
when expressed in neurons, not muscles. In all cases, n ≥ 5 larvae and 60 hemisegments scored. 
(G – H) The NMJ projecting to muscles 6 and 7 in a (G) control and (H) plumΔ2 larva, stained 
with anti-HRP. No qualitative differences are evident in the normal arbor. Scale bar = 20 μm. (I) 
Quantification (mean ± SEM) of synaptic boutons in control (black bar) and plumΔ2 (red bar) 
third instar larvae in segment A2. There are no statistically significant differences: Control = 
103.5 ± 4.8 boutons, n = 24 NMJs, 12 larvae; plumΔ2 = 123.6 ± 5.8 boutons, n = 23 NMJs, 12 
larvae; p > 0. 
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures 
 

Drosophila strains 

Genotypes abbreviations: hsFlp is y ,w ,hsFlp122; CD8 is UAS-mCD8::GFP; mRFP is UAS-

myr-mRFP; 40A, 2A and 82B are FRTs on 2L, 3L, and 3R, respectively; 201Y is 201Y-GAL4, 

OK107 is OK107-GAL4, elav is Elav-GAL4, Mef is DMef2-GAL4, Repo is Repo-GAL4, C155 

is C155-GAL4, OK6 is OK6-GAL4; Gal80 is TubP-Gal80; UAS-plumRNAi is UAS-plum-IR 

stock v101135 from the VDRC; UAS-myoRNAi is UAS-myo-IR stock v102411 from the VDRC. 

 

Figure 1: (B): hsFLP, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / + ; 82B, GAL80 / 82B. (C): hsFLP, CD8 / Y 

or + ; 201Y, CD8 / +; 82B, GAL80 / 82B, EMS4-39, y+@96E. (D): hsFLP, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, 

CD8 / +; 82B, GAL80 / 82B, plum∆1. (E): hsFLP, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / UAS-plumwt; 82B, 

GAL80/ 82B, plum∆1. 

 

Figure 2: (A) hsFLP, CD8 / Y or +; CD8 / +; 82B, Gal80/ 82B; OK107. (B): hsFlp, CD8 / Y or 

+; CD8 / UAS-plumRNAi; 82B, Gal80/ 82B, plum∆1; OK107/+. 

 

Figure 3: (A): hsFlp, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / UAS-plum∆Ig1-3:Flag; 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1. 

(B): hsFlp, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / UAS-plum∆Ig1-4:Flag; 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1. (C): 

hsFlp, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / UAS-plum∆Ig4:Flag; 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1. (D) hsFlp, 

CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / UAS-plum∆Cyt:Flag; 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1. (E) hsFlp, CD8 / Y 

or +; 201Y, CD8 / UAS-plumECD:mCD8-TM:Flag; 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1. 

 

Figure 4: (A, B, C): 201Y, CD8. (D, E, F): 201Y, CD8; 82B, plum∆1 (G): UAS-plumRNAi /+ ; 

Actin5C-GAL4/+ (H); C155/+; UAS-plumRNAi /+ ; (I) UAS-plumRNAi /+ ;Repo, CD8 /+ (J): hsFlp, 

CD8 / Y or +; Gal80, 40A, 201Y, CD8 / 40A; 82B, plum∆1. (K): hsFlp, CD8 / Y or +; Gal80, 

40A, 201Y, CD8 / UAS-plumWT-HA29-1a 40A; 82B, plum∆1 (L): hsFLP, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, 

CD8 / UAS-plumwt:Flag; 82B, GAL80/ 82B, plum∆1 

 

Figure 5: (A): hsFlp, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / +; 82B, Gal80 / 82B. (B): hsFlp, CD8 / Y or +; 

201Y, CD8 / +; 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1 (C): hsFlp, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / UAS-
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plumWT:Flag; 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1 (D): hsFlp, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / UAS-

plum∆Cyt:Flag; 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1 (E): hsFlp, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / +; 82B, Gal80 / 

82B, plum∆1 (F) hsFlp, CD8 / Y or +; 201Y, CD8 / UAS-EcR-B1; 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1. 

 

Figure 6: (A, B): hsFlp, CD8 / UAS-Babo ; 201Y, CD8 / +; 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1 

(C, D): hsFlp, CD8 / Y or + ; 201Y, CD8 / UAS-SmoXSDVD(10+12E); 82B, Gal80 / 82B, plum∆1, (E, 

F): hsFlp, CD8/Y or +; UAS-PlumWT:Flag, G13, babo52/ G13, G80; NP21-GAL4/+  (G) UAS-

plumΔcyt:Flag / +; Repo/+, UAS-plumΔcyt:Flag / +; Repo/ plumΔ1, UAS- plumΔcyt:Flag / +; Repo/ 

UAS-myo; (H) Repo/ UAS- myo, UAS-plumΔcyt:Flag / +; Repo/ UAS- myo,  UAS- plumΔcyt:Flag 

/ +; Repo, plumΔ1/ plumΔ1 

 

Figure 7: (Control): w; +; 82B, 2A; (plumΔ1): w; +; 82B, plumΔ2; (plumΔ2): w; +; 82B, plumΔ2; 

(plumΔ2 + Glia PlumWT): w; UAS-PlumWT:HA 40A / +; 82B, plumΔ2, Repo; (plumΔ2 + Muscle 

PlumWT): w; Mef / UAS-PlumWT:HA 40A; 82B, plumΔ2; (plumΔ2 + Nerve PlumWT): w; elav / 

UAS-PlumWT:HA 40A; 82B, plumΔ2; (plumΔ2 + Nerve PlumΔCyto): w; elav / UAS-plum∆Cyt:Flag; 

82B, plumΔ2; (plumΔ2 + Nerve PlumΔIg1-3): w; elav / UAS-plum∆Ig1-3:Flag; 82B, plumΔ2; (plumΔ2 

+ Nerve PlumΔIg4): w; elav / UAS-plum∆Ig4:Flag; 82B, plumΔ2; (babo32/52): w; babo32/52; +; (Myo 

Nerve RNAi): w; elav / UAS-myoRNAi; +; (Myo Muscle RNAi): w; Mef / UAS-myoRNAi; +; 

(Motoneuron EcR DN): w; OK6 / UAS-EcR.B1-ΔC655.F645A; +; (plumΔ1/Δ2 + Nerve EcR-B1): 

w; elav / UAS-EcR-B1; 82B, plumΔ1 / 82B, plumΔ2; (Nerve EcR-B1): w; elav / UAS-EcR-B1; +; 

 

Figure S2: (A): UAS-plumFL/+; CD8/+; OK107 (B): UAS-plum∆Ig1-3/+; CD8/+; OK107 (C): 

UAS-plum∆Ig1-4/+; CD8/+; OK107 (D): UAS-plum∆Ig4/+; CD8/+; OK107 (E): UAS-plum∆Cyt/+; 

CD8/+; OK107(F): UAS-plumECD:mCD8-TM/+; CD8/+; OK107. 

 

Figure S3: (B, B’) PlumBAC-GFP:HA/201y; UAS-mRFP/+ 

 

Figure S6: (A) yw; 201Y, CD8 (B) yw; 201Y, CD8; 82B, plumΔ1 
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Figure S7: (Control): w; +; 82B, 2A; (plumΔ2): w; +; 82B, plumΔ2; (plumΔ2 + plumBAC): w; 

plumBAC-GFP:HA / CyO; 82B, plumΔ2; (Nerve plum RNAi): w; Elav / UAS-plumRNAi; +; 

(Muscle plum RNAi): w; Mef / UAS-plumRNAi; + 

 

Construction of UAS-plum transgenes and transgenic flies 

The full-length plum cDNA was cloned into pENTR-D/TOPO (Invitrogen) and verified by 

sequencing. Deletion of the various domains was performed by site directed mutagenesis 

(Finnzymes) using the pENTR-plum vector as a template. All deletion constructs were fully 

sequenced. Plum ORFs were recombined into Gateway based destination vectors by LR Clonase 

(Invitrogen). To allow site-specific integration of the transgene (Bischof et al., 2007), we used 

the gateway compatible plasmid pTWF-attB (Yaniv et al., 2012).  

 Deleted domains are (in amino acids): Ig1-3: 51-348, Ig 1-4: 51-451, Ig4: 356-451, 

Cytoplasmic domain: 937-END. 

 pUAS-PlumECD:mCD8-TM-Flag-AttB was created by deleting the transmembrane and 

cytoplasmic domains (907-END) in pENTR-plum and replacing them with the transmembrane 

domain of the mouse CD8 gene by blunt end ligation. The mCD8 TM domain was amplified 

using the following primers (5’-3’): GCCTGTGATATTTACATCTGGGC, 

GGATCCGCGGCTGTGGTAG. 

 Transgenes were injected by BestGene, Inc. or Genetic Services, Inc. All transgenes except 

those described in Figure 4K were injected into AttP40 using φC31-mediated integration. The 

transgene in Figure 4K was integrated using random P-element transgenesis, in which multiple 

flies were tested. The line UAS-plumWT-HA29-1a, inserted on chromosome 2, was chosen due to 

its high expression. 

 

Plum antibody generation: 

The Plum extracellular domain (Plum-ECD) followed by a C-terminal 3C protease site, an Fc 

tag, and a hexahistidine tag were all cloned into the baculoviral transfer vector pAcGP67A (BD 

Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Baculoviruses were produced in Sf9 cells (Spodoptera 

frugiperda) by co-transfecting with the linearized baculoviral DNA Baculogold (BD 

Biosciences). Suspension cultures of High Five cells (Trichoplusia ni) in serum-free Insect-

XPRESS medium (Lonza, Walkersville, MD) were infected with the Plum-ECD baculoviruses, 
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and culture media were collected 72 hours post-infection. Plum-ECD was purified either by 

immobilized metal affinity chromatography (IMAC) with Nickel-Nitrilotriacetic acid Agarose 

resin (QIAGEN), or by affinity to the Fc tag using Protein A Sepharose resin (Sigma-Aldrich). 

The Fc and hexahistidine tags were removed using human rhinovirus 3C protease, and 

undigested protein was removed with IMAC. Further purity was achieved with gel filtration 

chromatography using a Superose 6 column (GE Healthcare) in 10 mM HEPES pH 7.2 with 150 

mM NaCl. 

Purified Plum-ECD was injected into two New Zealand White rabbits at the Weizmann 

Institute Antibody Unit using an initial SQ injection and 3 IM boosts. Crude antisera from the 

exsanguination bleeds were then affinity purified using Plum-ECD coupled to CNBr-activated 

Sepharose 4 Fast Flow (Sigma-Aldrich). Purified fractions were eluted in 100 mM glycine, pH 

2.5 and neutralized in 1 M Tris, pH 8. The affinity-purified antisera were then multiply 

preabsorbed against acetone-extracted protein powder made from third instar plumΔ1 larvae, all 

according to established protocols (Harlow and Lane, 1988). 

 

S2 aggregation assay 

Vectors for the S2 aggregation assay were prepared by recombining the entry vectors described 

above using LR Clonase into the Gateway pAWG and pAWR destination vectors (Drosophila 

Gateway Collection, DGRC, Bloomington, IN). S2 cells were cultured at 25°C in Schneider’s 

Drosophila Medium (Biological Industries) supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated FBS 

(Biological Industries). 5 × 106 cells in 5 ml were transfected with 3 µg of plasmid DNA using 

ESCORT IV (Sigma). Cells were pelleted 48 hr post-transfection and resuspended to a final 

concentration of approximately 1 × 106 /mL. Cells expressing PlumWT:mRFP (1 mL) were mixed 

together with cells expressing a transgene tagged with GFP (1 mL) and transferred to a 35 mm 

well plate and supplemented with 2 mL of fresh Schneider’s Drosophila Medium with 10% heat-

inactivated FBS. Cells were then agitated at 90-RPM overnight at room temperature. Cells were 

left to settle for two hours without agitation and fixed using 4% PFA. GFP and RFP markers 

were visualized on a Zeiss 710 confocal microscope. An area of 7mm x 7mm was scanned and 

analyzed by MATLAB as follows: 

 We first analyzed the distribution of red aggregate size (PlumWT:mRFP). The cell number in 

each aggregate was calculated by dividing each area by the average cell size (cell size was 
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calculated by averaging the area of single cells expressing cytoplasmic GFP and was set to ~80 

µm2). To avoid counting random cell interactions as aggregation, we set a minimum threshold of 

5 cells as an aggregate. To calculate the percent of aggregates interacting with transgene-

expressing cells, we calculated how many of the PlumWT:mRFP aggregates overlapped with 

GFP-stained cells and divided by the total aggregates calculated above. To avoid counting 

random interactions with GFP expressing cells, we excluded aggregations of less than 3 cells. 
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